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Abstract
Biosecurity is a shared responsibility. Our forests face critical threats from the global spread of tree pathogens and
the unprecedented rates of climate change. Of particular concern is the urgency for more information and greater
capacity to monitor for new disease issues as we plant more trees for climate resiliency and move species for climate
adaptation. Community science is one approach to address these pressing issues. Besides the obvious value of
community science initiatives for early detection and monitoring, they can also contribute widely to raising awareness,
informing decisions regarding control (eradication and containment efforts) to minimize pest and pathogen spread,
and even finding resistant plant material for restoration of diseased landscapes. Community scientists can enhance
biosecurity.
The Forest Health Watch (https://foresthealth.org/) is a WSU led program to engage Pacific Northwest communities
in forest health research and learning. Anyone is welcome to participate and learn as community scientists. The
program was established in 2020 and shaped by many partners and collaborators. The pilot project was co‐designed
to investigate the dieback of western redcedar because it was identified as a primary concern by many partners.
Through multiple methods of engagement in this pilot project, the Forest Health Watch is growing a network of citizen
scientists eager to engage, learn, and discover solutions to pressing forest health issues in the Pacific Northwest.
Support for the Forest Health Watch program is provided by the USDA National Institute of Food and Agriculture
and through collaboration with many local agencies and partners. The program also benefits from internal WSU
support provided by the McIntire Stennis Cooperative Forestry Research Program. The program leaders always seek
additional partners and collaborators to help shape the program. Please visit https://foresthealth.org/partner to learn
more.
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